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PSEUDO-UMBILICAL SUBMANIFOLDS OF CODIMENSION
3 WITH CONSTANT MEAN CURVATURE

BY BANG-YEN CHEN AND KENTARO YANO

Let Mn be an n-dimensional submanifolcP of an w-dimensional euclidean space
Em (n<nϊ) with the mean curvature vector HΦO. If the second fundamental
tensor in the normal direction H is proportional to the first fundamental tensor
of the submanifold Mn, then Mn is said to be pseudoumbilical. The mean cur-
vature vector H is said to be parallel if the covariant derivative of H along Mn

has no normal component, and H is said to be nonparallel if the covariant de-
rivative of H along Mn has nonzero normal component everywhere.

In previous papers [2], [3], the authors proved that if Mn is pseudo-umbilical
in Em and the mean curvature vector is nonzero and parallel, then Mn is contained
in a hypersphere of Em as a minimal hypersurface. It is easy to see that if the
mean curvature vector H is parallel, then the mean curvature is constant. If the
codimension m—n is two, then the constancy of the mean curvature implies the
parallelism of the mean curvature vector [1]. In [4], the authors studied submani-
folds of codimension two which are umbilical with respect to a non-parallel normal
direction and showed that such manifolds are the loci of moving (n—l)-spheres,
(see also [5]).

In the present paper, we shall study pseudo-umbilical submanifolds of codimen-
sion 3 with constant mean curvature, the mean curvature vector of which is non-
parallel.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

We consider a submanifold Mn of codimension 3 of an (n+3)-dimensional
euclidean space En+* and represent it by

(1) ^=X(f1,ί2, ..,Γ),

where X is the position vector from the origin of En+3 to a point of the submani-
fold Mn and {ξh} is a local coordinate system on Mn where, here and in the sequel,
the indices h,i,j, k,~- run over the range {1,2, ••-,«}.

We put
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1) Manifolds, mappings, functions, ... are assumed to be sufficiently differentiable and

we shall restrict ourselves only to manifolds of dimension n^3.
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(2) X^

then Xι are n linear independent vectors tangent to Mn. We denote by C, D, E
three mutually orthogonal unit normals to Mn.

Now denoting by V3 the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to
Riemannian metric gji—XyXl of Mn, we have equations of Gauss

h \γ
j :\Xh

(3)

where {/t} are Christoffel symbols formed with gft and hjt, kβ and //< the second
fundamental tensors with respect to normals C, D and E respectively. The mean
curvature vector is then given by

(4) H=±gW3Xτ,
n

where gjί are contravariant components of the metric tensor.

If there exist, on the submanifold Mn, two functions α, β and a unit vector
field Vi such that

( 5 ) hβ^agji+βVjVi,

then the submanifold Mn is said to be quasi-umbilical with respect to the normal
direction C. In particular, if β=0 identically, then Mn is said to be umbilical with
respect to the normal direction C. If M n is umbilical with respect to the mean
curvature vector H, then the submanifold Mn is said to be pseudo-umbilical.

The equations of Weingarten are given by

(6)

(7)

( 8 )

where hjh=hjtg
th, k3

h=kjtg
th and fjh=fjtg

th and 1J9 m3 and n, are the third funda-
mental tensors.

In the sequel, we denote the normal components of F C, ?3D and FjE by F/C,
V3

LD and V3

LE respectively.
The normal vector field C is said to be parallel if we have F/C=0, that is, 13

and m3 vanish identically and it is said to be non-parallel if F/C never vanishes,
that is, ItP+mtm* never vanishes, where lt=ligίt and mt=migίt.

We have equations of Gauss:

( 9 ) #tyiΛ=A*ΛAji-A/Aw+^
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where Kkji

h is the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor, those of Codazzi:

(10) Fkhji - Vjhki - Ikkji + Ijkki - nikfjί + m3fki = 0,

(11) VjΛji - Vjkki + Ikhji - Ijhki - Hkfjί + njfto = 0,

(12) Fkfji - Pjfkί + nikhji - mjhki + nkkji - njkt* = 0,

and those of Ricci:

(13) Vklj - Fjlk + hjfkjt - hfkw + mknj - πijUk = 0,

(14) Pkmj - Pjmk + hjffjt - htfkt + nklj - njίk = 0,

(15) Vkns - VjHk + ktfjt - ktfkt + l*mj - ljmk = 0.

Denoting by Kji^K^f and K=gJίKJi the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature
respectively, we define a tensor field Ljt of type (0, 2) by

T - Kv I
^" +

The conformal curvature tensor C*./«Λ is then given by

(17) Ckji
h=KkJ

where δj are Kronecker deltas and Lk

h=Lktg
th.

A Riemannian manifold Mn is locally conformal to a euclidean space and is
called a conformally flat space if and only if we have

(18) C*y,*=0,

(19) ί7kLji-ί7jLki=ΰ.

It is well known known that (18) holds automatically for n = 3 and (19) is a
consequence of (18) for n>3.

§2. Pseudo-umbilical submanif olds of codimension 3.

Throughout the rest of this paper, we assume that Mn is a pseudo-umbilical
submanif old of a euclidean (n+3)-space En+* with nonzero constant mean curvature.
Since the mean curvature vector H is nowhere zero, we may choose the normal C
in the direction of H, i.e.,

(20) #=«C, a=\H\.

Then by the assumption we have

(21) hji=agji, a= constant ̂ 0,

(22) *,'=(), 7^=0.
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In the sequel, we denote by H2 and H 6 the symmetric n x n matrices given by
(kjh) and (//) respectively.

LEMMA 1. Let Mn be a pseudo-umbilical submanifold of En^ with constant
mean curvature α^O. If the two matrices H2 and H% commute at a point psMn,
then either the covariant derivative F/C of C has no normal component or the two
matrices H2 and f ί s are proportional at p.

Proof. Suppose that Mn is pseudo- umbilical in En*s and with constant mean
curvature α^O. Then (21) holds. Hence from (10) and (21), we have

(23) lkkji - ljkkί + mkfjί - m^fki = 0,

that is,

(24) ItW-ljk

Now suppose that H2 = (kjh) and HΆ=(fjh) commute at psMn. Then H2 and
Hz are simultaneously diagonalizable. Hence if we choose a local coordinate system
{ξh} around p in Mn such that Xh form an orthonormal basis of the tangent space
Tp(Mn) and are in the principal directions with respect to the normal direction D
at p, then Xh are also in the principal directions with respect to the normal direc-
tion E. Thus, if we denote by λτ and μt the eigenvalues of 772 and H8 respectively,
then (24) reduces to

(25) lkλj+mkμj = Q, for

Since we have λι+λ2+ ••• +^n=0, ^ι-f//a-f ••• +/*n = 0, (25) implies

(26) lkλj+mkμj = Q, for all k and j.

If Ϋj^-CφQ at pj then, without loss of generality, we can assume that /i^O.
Thus from (26), we see that

(27) λ^-^7Γ^

This implies that the two matrices H2 and H3 are proportional. This completes
the proof of the lemma.

LEMMA 2. Let Mn be a pseudo-umbilical submanifold of En^ with constant
mean curvature α=£θ. // ihe two matrices H2 and H3 commute and P/C^O at p,
then we can suitably choose the normal directions D and E in such a way that we
have

(28) kjt=0 and mj=0

at pςMn, unless H2 and H% vanish simultaneously.

Proof. Under the hypothesis of the lemma, we see, from Lemma 1, that H2
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and Hz are proportional. Hence we may assume that

(29) H2=cHs, at p,

for some real c. Put c=—tanθ and

Z3=(cos0)Z)+(sin0)£,

(30)

E= -(sin

Then we see that the second fundamental tensor in the normal direction D vanishes.
Hence we may assume that H2 vanishes, i.e., £#=0 at p. Substituting this into
(24), we obtain

(31) »ι*ΛΛ-»ι,/*Λ=0

at p. If we choose a local coordinate system {ξh} around p in such a way that Xh

are orthogonal and in the principal directions of the normal E, then we obtain

(32) mkμj=0,

at p, where μ3 denote eigenvalues of HB. Hence by applying (22), we have

(33) mkμj = ΰ, for all k and /,

at p. This implies that we have either w,=0 or μj—Q. This shows that we have
either w, = 0 or Hs=Q at p. This completes the proof of the lemma.

LEMMA 3. Let Mn be a pseudo-umbilical submanifold of En43 with constant
mean curvature α^O. If the two matrices H2 and H% commute, F/C^O and Z? F/C
= 0 at p, then we have

(34) kji=Q (i.e., #i=0), mj = 0)

n.n
(35) », = ̂ , y = =£θ, /2=//^0,

(36)

Proof. Under the hypothesis, we have /j^=0, m3—Q and, from (23),

(37)

from which

(38)
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for some β and consequently by

from which ,3=0 and hence we obtain (34).
On the other hand, from (14), (21) and (34), we have

we find

(39) n,=vlJ9

where v=n///2 and /*=//. If v=0, then «,=(). Hence (11) and (34) give

(40)

from which, transvecting gj\

which is a contradiction. Thus we have (35).
From (15), (34), (35) and (39), we find

(41)

From (13), (34), (35) and (41), we obtain

Vklj— κA=0,

where vk=Vkv. Hence

(42) „, = -£/,.

Now substituting (21), (34) and (35) into (11), we find

lk(agji — v fji) — lj(agki — v fki) = 0,

from which, transvecting lk,

for some v& Since the left hand side is symmetric in j and i, we have

(43) P(«gji-vfώ = pljl*

for some p. Transvecting g** to (43), we find

(44) an=p.

Thus (43) becomes
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ΎlOL
(45) vfji = agji - -̂ - ljlt.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

LEMMA 4. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 3, we have

(46) F /i

where

(47) ''=- l"=

. From (12), (13), (21), (34) and (45), we find

from which, using (36) and (42),

= - ί7* ~ / Λ + F, - - ,

Transvecting /* to this equation, we find

from which

(48)

where

On the other hand, from (13) and (34), we find
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(49) ΓXί-Γί/y = 0.

From (48) and (49), we have

or

(50) ( - 2JPjl+PPtlj)l% = (

from which, transvecting /*,

( - 2lPjl+FPtlj)P = (

or

Substituting (51) into (48), we have

+~
or

(52)

Put

(53)

then (53) gives (46). This proves the lemma.

§3. Conformally flat spaces.

For a submanifold Mn of En+3, if the second fundamental tensors fli = (A/),
H2=(kjh) and HB = (fjh) are simultaneously diagonalizable, then we say that the
normal connection of Mn in En+B is trivial. It is easy to see that a pseudo-umbilical
submanifold Mn of £n+8 with non-zero mean curvature has trivial normal connec-
tion if and only if Hz and HB commute, where H2 and H$ are those given in the
previous section. For a pseudo-umbilical submanifold of codimension 2 with non-
zero mean curvature, the normal connection is always trivial.

THEOREM 1. Let Mn be a pseudo-umbilical submanifold of En+3 with constant
mean curvature α^O. If the normal connection is trivial and the mean curvature
vector is non-parallel, then the submanifold Mn is conformally flat for n^3.
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Proof. If Mn is a pseudo-umbilical submanifold of En+* with constant mean
curvature α^O such that the normal connection is trivial and the mean curvature
vector is non-parallel, then by Lemmas 2 and 3, we can suitably choose D and E
in such a way that (34), (35) and (36) hold. In particular, we have

(54) hji—agji, £#=0, fjί

where

a na
(55) J=-, μ=—^

We consider the cases n>3 and n=3 separately.

Case I. n>3. By substituting (54) into (9), we find

(56)

from which

(57) #yί = [(n-iXα2+

and

(58) K= n(n - l)(α2 + λ2*) + 2(n - l)λμl2

Thus, from (16), (57), and (58), we have

(59) Ly<= -1 (a*+λ*)gji-λμlά.
Δ

Substituting (56) and (59) into (17), we easily find that the conformal curvature
tensor Ckji

h vanishes identically. This shows that the submanifold Mn is confor-
mally flat for n>3.

Case II. n=3. Substituting (54) into (12), we find

(60) λkgji - λjQki + μkίjli - μjltfi + μlj(ΓM - μlk( Vjk} = 0,

by virtue of (49), where λk=Pkλ and μk=ί7kμ.
Substituting (46) into (60) and using (47), we find

(λk - μγl*)gji - (λj
(61)

from which we obtain
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(62) λk = μγlk

and

(63)

From (63), we have

from which

(64)

σ being a function.
Now. from (59), we have

FkLji = — λλuQji — λkμljli —

-λμ

or, using (46), (62) and (64),

)/ΐ—λμl j [γg k ί + IkVi -f /#*],

from which

that is,

Γ*Ly<-ΓyLM=0,

by virtue of (53). This shows that Mn is a conformally flat space. Consequently
we have proved the theorem completely.

§4. Locus of (n—l)-spheres.

The purpose of this section is to prove the following:

THEOREM 2. Let Mn be a pseudo-umbilical submanifold of En+s with constant
mean curvature aφO. If the mean curvature vector is non-parallel and the normal
connection is trivial, then the submanifold Mn is not contained in any hypersphere
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of En+3 and it is the locus of moving (n—V)-spheres where an (n—V)-sphere means
a hypersphere of a euclidean n-space.

Proof. Let Mn be a pseudo-umbilical submanifold of En+3 with constant mean
curvature α^O, such that the mean curvature vector is non-parallel and the normal
connection is trivial. Then by Lemmas 1,2 and 3, we have

α
v

(65)

~ j .

Since i7Jli—pr

ilj=Q} lidxl=Q is integrable. We represent one of integral manifolds
Mn~l by

and put

=-

and

PcBι>h denoting the van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant derivative of Bb

h along
Mn-J, where, here and in the sequel, indices a, b, c, ••• run over the range
U,2, ,Λ-1}.

From

and Lemma 4, we have

from which

(66) fίcb= -~ c > C ,

with β=-ι>tPlnlv. Thus, from (65), we have, along Mn~\
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=agCbC-{ --

where N=NlXi. This shows that the integral manifold Mn~l is totally umbilical
in En+*. Thus Mn~l is contained in a hypersphere of a linear w-subspace of En+B.
Therefore Mn is the locus of the moving (n— l)-spheres. The remaining part of
the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 5 of [3]. This completes the proof
of the theorem.
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